Anatomy And Physiology Of Farm Animals
Synopsis
The Seventh Edition of Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals is a thoroughly updated and revised version of this classic text. Drawing on current science and terminology with a number of new illustrations throughout and a new chapter on poultry, the book maintains its reputation for clarity, balanced scope, and breadth of content. The Seventh Edition provides veterinary, animal science, agriculture, and veterinary technician students with a comprehensive yet clear reference to understanding the fundamentals of anatomy and physiology.
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Customer Reviews
This book is a must for any horse owner. It is full of information written in laymans terms. Whether you are a veterinary student or just a new horse owner, you can literally see why your horse moves the way he does, why his body works the way that it does, and why he even behaves the way that he does. There is so much information about other farm animals also...dogs, goats, cows, deer, etc. A great guide to understanding what your vet is talking about also. This book will never be outdated!

Hard to follow and understand Although it has lots of usefull information Needs to have a chapter on Growth I use it for Anatomy and physiology of farm animals.

This revised edition makes it easier for students to understand and be able to relate to the anatomy
and physiology of farm animals and is presented in such a manner that non-veterinary students would have no problems dealing with this complex topic.

Technical information that puts together the intricate parts of an animal and their functions. Packed with great information, but very technical. Someone without an animal science background may find it somewhat difficult to read.

The seventh updated edition of Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals is a powerful reference revising a classic to blend in new illustrations plus a new chapter on poultry. Veterinary, animal science, agriculture and animal medicine students will find it offers clinical extracts and a glossary of terms to enhance the clarity of information, using the latest science to create an outstanding desk reference for any farm animal library.

It’s an anatomy book that was required for my class. There are mistakes in it that my professor pointed out but overall it was helpful for my class.

Great A and P book sometimes over simplifies and has great diagrams.

Book was sent in a timely manner came as advertised. My daughter is very happy with her book for college. Thank you.
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